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fore tbey turned in, and tbis sugared cocoa renewed tbe suckle ber cbild, but not for too long. He bad met witb I cbanges in tbe cbaracter of the blood, and the trains of 
material of tbeir muscles and put tbem into a condition i n  many cases in wbicb tbe �ole ascertainable cause of nervous [I symptoms so ably descri bed by Dr. Clouston. A� won as a 
which tbey could sleep soundly and awake refresbed. He symptoms in young cbildren was their being too long suckled. child or young person developed continuous beadacbe work 
assUI'ed me that be brougbt bis men into barbor, after all But tbe mutber hers�lf must he well fed, Hnd tilis brougbt' should be discontinued at once. ' 
tbat severe work, in as blgb a condition as ever a crew came him to tbe consideration of anotber question. In some re- In conclusion, Dr. Tuke remarked that most men working 
bome. [Dr. Carpenter related an instance whicb came I spects be believed tbe food of tbe working classes in Scotland in the same department of medicine as be did recogniz('ct 
under his notice in tbe West Indies, in wbicb a frightful was improved, pnrtly because wages were bigher, pHrtly be- t hat if tbere was a bope of diminisbing the amount of brain
m.ortality among Europeans was cansed by the use of alco- cause in the new workmen's bouses the means of cooking were I disease, it, was to be effected by preventive medicine , and be 
bolic drinks in very hot weatber, and also told of a regiment better, and partly because new articles of diet bad been ill- bad tberef;:>re directed tbeir attention especially to the trans
which was composed of temperance 'and total abstinence troduced into the market. But he also believed that it had gresslOns of the father rather than to those of the son. 
men. The temperance men were in much better health than become deteriorated in a very important item-porridge and 
the drinking men in other regiments, and the total abstinence milk-for which had been substituted a much less nutritious, 
men had even a decidedly better record than tbe tem- and in itself a somewbat deleterious, article of diet-tea and 
perance men. The remainder of the lecture is summarized I bread. The physiologist would tell them that porridge and 
below.] milk was a "typical" food, that was, that it contained all 

A LESSON IN COMPARATIVE ZOOLOGY. 
HUBBARD W. MITCHELL, M.D. 

Now, if that be the testimony of science with regard to the neces�ary constituents of food in the most perfect pro- HAVING entered the wide field of zoology, we see before 
the health of the body, how much stronger even is the tes- portions. He had nothing to say against the staff of life so us a m1Jl.titude of animals of different forms, sizes, colors, 
tim any of science with regard to the mind. There is no long as it was sound in quality and well fired, except and habits. At first view there does not seem to lJe the 
doubt that the use of alcohol tends to the fatty degeneration that it was not such a typical food stuff as oatmeal, and, j least similarity between any two of them. All appear 
of the tissues in the muscles, and particularly in the walls weight for weight, did not possess an equal power of nu- totally different anfi distinct. -
of the arteries and in the muscles of the heart. I come now trition as porridge. It was the constant use of tea that he Ht;re the naturalist and the comparative anatorr:ist step in, 
to the last point-the healthy condition of the brain in its would most strongly deprecate. He hoped his teetotal and begin to studv this great mass of animal life, and see 
relation to the mind. Many of you are aware that. I have friends would not be very angry with him if he said that it upon what plan, If any, it is formed. 
lJeen .lately delivering some lectures on the automatonism of was quite open to argument whether tbe teapot or the He b!'gins by comparison. He compares one form with 
the human body, and endeavoring to show that the human whisky bottle exercised the more baneful �ffects on the another, and sees if any two or more animals have any 
body may be regarded as an automaton, as a piece of me- public constitution. He did not think·-the question had qualities in common. If so, he assigns them to some order 
c�anism 'having certain l?ower� within itself, and . that the ever been fairly worke� out. He advise� all working me?, and species, and in .trhis �ar he si�plifies t.heir �tudy. . wIll has the power of settmg thIS automaton to do ItS work. whether they worked III the workshop, m the office, or m Let us apply thIS prmclple of compal'lsrm III practICe. 
It is the direct and immediate tendency of alcoholic indul- the study, to feed themselves, their wives, and their child- Suppose we see together, for i nstance, the following: 
gence to weaken, and finally destroy the faculty of automa· ren, at least once a day on the most perfect form of food A pjg Tapir Pecca1'y Elephant 1 tonhm. The tendencies toward any particular a.ction are which God had given them-porridge and milk. A Lio� Ti �r PanthCl: Cat 

... . . . . 2 
intensified. If a mau is quarrelsome, when intoxicated he The next subject which naturally suggested itself as ex- A D( g ' W�lf 'Fox Ja(:kal . . • . . . . . . . . . 3 
is more q'.larrelsome; if good-natured, then he is more good- ercising an illlportant influence on the child's bndn cells A G��t Deer' Ox 'Sheep (j���i" 

. .. .  
4 natured when intoxicated. A merchant told me that be was education. In Edinburgh philanthropy had taken the A Bo�s� Ass' Zebra ' 

. . .. . 5 . 
found people were anxious to trade with him just after his  direction of pl'oviding institution,S for the education of " .. .. . . .. .... .. ... . 
dinner. and asked me what he should do. I advised him to orphans and of the children of poor people-noble and How shall we compare them, in order to find feature com 
stop drinking at dinner and not let his cllstomers take ad- great institutions which had doubtless effected much good mon to anv two or more of them ? 
vantage of his unusual good nature. I have endeavored. in where their function had been exercised for their proper Perhaps'the feature that strikes us first would be the horns 
my other lectures, to show the importance of the formatiQn· ·ohjects. But it was more than doubtful whether they ex- in the ox and the deer. Can we associate these with any of 
of good habits, for if they are formed early one will get a ercised 'a beneficial influence, if they, in any instance, took the others? 
strength which he will otherwise have to work hard to attn in. a child from its home and the Board School. He held that a ' If we examine the teeth of all the animals in the first, 
Every time we gain a victory we get strength -for the next man must be very poor indeed to be justified in giving up second, and third lines, except the elep\wnt, we shall find 
struggle. My only advice to the young here is to keep the care of his child, and that hp, who could maintain even a them sharp and cutting, with long canine or prehensile 
away from temptations, and to .fix their habits with such a very moderately comfortable homE' outraged the laws of teeth, admirably adal,ted for seizmg and holding living prey, 
determination It>! shall keep them out of temptation. That SOCIety and of health in debarring his child from its educa- and for cutting and tearing it.. We should, therefore, call 
is my great point. Every victory gained is so much for good tional influence. To send a. child away from the family these animals carnivorons. If we examined the teeth of the 
in the futme. Some go on, saying that thE'y can pull up at influence into an atmosphere of necessarily strict discipline animals in the fourth and fifth lines, we shall see that they 
any time when there is danger, but when that time comes, and routine should be the last resoulce of misfortune. The have large flat sm'faces well adapted to chewing and grind
to ·pull up is found very difficult or impossible. You may life of a child so placed was artificial, its individuality ing, and as they live on vegetable substances, we shall call 
8ay that there is no danger yet. There is an old adage, obsta was endangered, and its experience circumscl\ibed. With these animals herhivorous. 
principii8'-oppose the beginnings, for no one who makes every respect for the management of these institutions, Comparing still further, we find that in the horse and the 
a beginning can tell what the end will be. Many of you he would much rather sec a child of his less well dressed, les� 'Ox, both herbivorrn, the horse has incisor teeth in the upper 
have doubtless made up your minds; perhaps some of you well fed, living early inte, real life, his brain cells absorbing and the lower jaw, while in the ox there are incisors in the 
have not. But in this matter my advice is: Begin at once, real experience and becoming educated by nbrmal vicissi- lower jaw only, Hnd this arrangement of teeth has a direct 
turn to the right, and keep straight on. tudes, than see him the best boy in the best hospital. He relation to the different structures of the stomach in the two 

BRAIN HEALTH. 
was speaking as a physician and a physiologi�t when he animals, the ox having a complicated stomach with foUl' 
advised them to avoid the temptation, should-it be presented pouches adapted to a mode of digestion by which the food 
to them, of sending their children to any i-ilstilution when is prepared for a second mode of mnstication. This order 

A LECTURE before the Edinburgh Health Society was by any sacrifice, they could keep them at home. Of course, a of animals, those in the fourth line, are called ruminants. 
latE'ly delivered hy Dr. J. Batty Tuke, whose subject was child bad to encounter greater dang-ers at home than when The animals in the fifth line' have simple stomachs, and do 
"The Establishment and :Maintenance of Brain Health. " shut up in a monastic institution. ,They were overworked, not ruminate. 
Dr. Tuke said he held it to be a well-ascertained physiologi, and overworked themselves, at' school. One of the great If we again compare the ox, this time with tbe deer, we 

cal fact that the brain cells were organs which could be causes of overstrain in early youth was the vicious system shall find that. while both are herbivorous ruminants, and 
acted on for good or for evil, and tbat they were directly of offering prizes for compf'tition. ·It deflef'ted the m ind of buth have horns, in the ox the horn is hollow and remaills 
subject to the laws of health. Turning to the title of bis t4e child from t.he main aim and object of i ts study, and firmly attached to the animal's head through life; in the 
lecture, Dr. Tuke remarked that it involved consideration often defeated the object which it, was hoped to obtain. deer it is solid and is shed every year. 
of the most intricate and difficult social questions. It The youthful mind must not be pressed too far in the direc- Upon leaking further we find that t'he pig, tapir. and pec
might be said in passing that, as a nation, we had decider! tion of abstract fact and theories. Our whole educational cary. carnivorous animals, have a cloven foot like the herbi
to adopt a system of education which was in itself the system was running somewhat wild in this direction, and vorous allimals in the fourth line, and those last, again, are 
greatest brain t.onic at our command-a remedy which, if tile child's brain did not get time to assimilate the food it different from the herbivorous animals in the fifth line, 
not altogether a specific, must strike dee})ly at one great got. A sort of brain dyspepsia or indigestion set in. which have a solid hoof or foot. 
cause of crime, misery, and degradation. EspeCially in our His experience might be exceptional,. but it tended These comparative st.udies will E'nable us to classify 
great cities there was a conf'irlerahle c\.nss, the membE'rs of toward the opinion that the rising' generation was not so hnimals into different ord(,rs and species. 
which might be termed moral idiots. A child brought up, well acquainted with the standard litE'rature of our own Naturalists tell us that certain animals sprang from a 
or ratiler dragged up, in a cellar; whose parents were thieves country as boys and girls were twenty-five or thirty years common stock, alld the differences between them are tbe 
by profession; whose companions were equally degraded; who ago. He dared say its knowledge of the hard facts of hL.;- results of modificatiolls of structure gradually occurring 
W3S surrounded from his enrliest day,;; by scenes of debauch- tory was more exact, the rules of arithmetic might be more during long periods of time. Thus the pig has a stout, 
ery and wickedness, 1IC ust almost inevitably fail to develop thoroughly understood, but be doubted very much whether rounded body and a mobile noee. The peccary is a step 
a moral sense. Right 'Vas wrong to him, and wrong was "Robinson emsoe," the poems of Burn!', the "Pilgrim's higher. Thpn in the tapir the body is about the mme, hut 
right. Strictly speaking, this was his moral sense. Progress." I:lir Walter Scott's glorious novels in proBe and the nose is deddedl,Y more dt'veloped. The rhinoceros 

Some of them might feel at times inclined to grumble at verse, Presf'ott's ,. Conque't of Mexico and Peru," and sllch comes in next with the same form of body, and his nose 
the expense and working of the Education Act; but the like educational influences were as much at work as they modified and turned upward into one 01' two horns, and 
grumble would cease if they reflected that they, as a nation, used to be. Careful reading of such standard books helped lastly the elephaut, with his long mobile nose or trunk, is 
were doing their very best to remove a serious opprobrium the boy's and girl's brain to assimilate the tougher food it re- the highest expression of this common stock. 
from society. The Compulsory Education Act was some- ceived at school, and introduced a digestive power which The order Felidrn, or cats, are almost precisely alike, the 
thing like the Compulsory Vaccination Act. Society had helped to diffuse the aliment throughout the whole mental differences being chiE'fly of size. color, and growth of hail'. 
determined, in the one case, to apply a preventive to the system. Tile lion, tiger, panther, leopard, puma, and cat certainly 
spread of a sl'Tious and dangerolls bodily disease; and in the I Having pointed out the necessity of teachers knowing how sprang- from a common stock, the domestic cat, perhaps, 
latter, to a grave and serious moral disease. As a commun- to admir)ister intellectual aliment carefully and thoughtfully, having the highest development, from the fact of its abilIty 
ity, they in Edinburgh might congratulate themselves that and how brain health suffered nowadays, if there was truth to rotate the radius upon the ulna, a motion the larger cats 
they had done, and were doing. their best to clear the city in the statement that the pupil was being made fur the school, do not have. We see the grace of this motion when our 
of the noisome dens in which the residuum of society was not the school for the pupil, Dr. Tuke remarked that a great cats play with a mouse or a ball of yarn. 
born and bred. deal had been said and written of late about the overworking The same fact is seen in the Canidrn, or dogs. They came 

In speaking of the influences which act for good or evil of girls and young women in schools and colleges, and his from a co_mmon stOl'!,: also. The wolf, jackal, dog, and fox 
on the brain, Dr. Tuke alluded first to those over which the friend, Dr. Clouston, had come forward as tbe champion of are of the same specJes, and have the same structure. 
individual had no control; and, secondly, to thuse over health and ignorance for women. He could not help think- In the gramimvorous ruminants, the origin froOl a com
which every man and woman could exercise control. 'rhe ing that Dr. Clouston had overstated the position of matters; man stock IS apparent. The sheep, with its woolly coat and 
influences over which the individual had no control were that he had based his opinions more on the observation of curved horn, undergoes a slight modification, and we have 
those conn ected with his antecedents and up-bringing. A isolated cases than on the general condition of highly-edu- the goat, also with a curved horn and woolly hair. A 
man might be handicapped in life by the mistakes or faults cat,"d womp.n; that he had mistaken the wail of the one for further development gives us the deer, and further still the 
of his ancestors; and, different. from the racehorse. he had the murmer of the many. No doubt, a certain number of ox. 'I hen comes the camel, and lastly the camelopard, or 
to carry weight in the race of life according to his imperfec- young women suffered and broke down while studying, but giraffe. 
tions, not according to his advantages. There was a pretty this did not nece�sarily imply that study was the cause of As an interesting instance of the structure of ammals con
general consensus of opinion that consanguineous marriages the breakdown. Idillness and ignorance were much more forming to their modes of life, the giraffe may be mentioned. 
were on the whole to be deprecated. If tiley taxed their prolific causes of disease among women than overwork. Thi, animal feeds upon the foliage of trees. Upon hb head 
memories, and tried to rem8mber how many perfectly They were the main producers of hysteria, and all sorts of he has tufted srnsitlve horns that he may jeel his food as he 
healthy families they had known-families without a his- vaporish complaints. of many ills and evils, and of inanity, passes along. His elongated neck enabll's him to reach it 
tory of consumption, gout, rheumatism, affections of the if not of insanity. As a matter of fact. it was not an easy easily, and in order that he may be on the lookout for his 
nervous system, etc.-he feared the number they could esti- thing to overtask the energies of the brain by work. It was enemies-the crouching lion being his most dreaded enemy
mate would be very small; and if they took into account not work. hut worry, that killed the brain. The latter, he while his head is so high above the ground, his eyes are set 
the tenden!!y of such diseases to become intensified in the feared, must be ever with us all. The mOBt highly educated so that he can see above, below, forward or behind without 
children of cou�ins, he thought they would agree with him and hard-working women whom he had the honor of know- moving his head. 
that consanguineous marriages involved a risk which it was ing were eminently healthy. Perhaps this might be the The complicated digestive apparatus of ruminants has 
not well to incur. ,. survival of the fittest;" but even granting that i t  was so, some relation to their methods of escape from danger. As 

Alluding next to a question which was often put him by the more women worked the more fit women they would their food comists principally of vegetable substances, little 
anxiolls parents, whether it was advisable to allow their have. But breakdown from overstrain did occasionally take nutritious and demanded in large quantities, and as they are 
children to marry into families in which nervous disease was place, and the first really important symptom was sleepless- in tum f Ol)d for the ferocious carnivorous animals, tbeir 
known to exist, he remarked that., of course, as an abstract ness; when that set in; therp, was cause for alarm. Loss of only means of safety is in flight, while mastication is a work 
proposition, there was but one answer to the question-that sleep was brought about thus: 'IV-hen the brain was being of time. 
It was not advisable; but while he did not advocate mar- actively exercised,there was an increase of blood in its vessels; They are, there�ore, obliged to graze rapidly, fill their 
i'iage under such conditions, he expressed the opinion that this was spoken of as" functional hyperrnmia." If they large stomach rese-rvoir with unchewed food, and then retire 
there was not much more, if any, reason for avoiding a continued the exerci�eof the brain powers too long,tbere was a to a place of safety, where they can remasticate it at leisure. 
family in which there was a history of nervous instability tendency for the blood to remain in too great quantity fr,Jm The horse, aRS, zebra, and other animals of this order 
than there was f0r avoiding families in which other forms the cells becoming exhausted and not being able to control sprang also from a common stock. 
of hereditary lbsease existed. the vessels. In sleE'p the v.mount of blood was dimini�hed, We have now 8een that by comparing animals with each 

Pa8sing to consider the practical questions connected with Ilnd sleep could not be pl'ocured if this functional h,Yperrnmia other we are able to classify them into orders and species, each 
the rearing of the infant and child, he sllid every child's pel'sisted. In the absence of slp,ep, the cells could not re- order and species having some distinctive character entitling 
future history depended on the food it got an don its surround- cover themselves, and their activity became impaired. Head- them to a fixed and permanent place in zoologieal classes. 
ings. Much depended on the mother; if healthy, she should ache, loss of appetite, and general li8tlessness followed; then If, now, we examine all tbe forms of animal life on tbe 
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ear.th-the fauna, or the animal kingdom-we shall find that 

I
' possible for an unpracticed eye to discern it, even at a short I Allowing that spots are produced by the falling Of

. 

bodies 
they can be comprised LInder four great heads-namely, distance. This mimicry not only protects the animal's into the sun, we. call easily see that the eleven year period 
vertebrates, articulates, mollusks, radiates. safety, but enables it to steal unseen upon its unsuspecting can be caused by the revolution about the sun of some great 

It is with the first of these only that this paper will deal. prey. . '  body of meteors which in a greatly elongated orbit revolves 
As we saw that animals were classified under several The uniform dUll color of the puma gives it a mimicry once in eleven years. 

heads by examining them externally and internally to for its safety and attack, while crouching upon the branches . 
a limited extent, and this classification gave us carnivorre, of trees. 
herbivorre, etc. , so now, if we examine this immense order The dark circular spots upon the skin of the leopard give 
of vertebrates by the study of their Lony framework, or it a mimicry that utterly deceives, as it conceals itself among 
osteology, we shall find that all. from an eel up to man, the leaves of bushes alld trees. 
are constructed upon one single plan. The gIraffe has, perhaps, the most astonishing mimicry of 

Beginning with man and descending in the scale, we any animal. Inhabiting as it does the forests of Africa, and 
will briefly examine this bony framework, or skeleton, and feeding upon the boughs of trees, its great size maktfs it 

A CATALOGUE containing brief notices of many important 
scientific papers heretofore publisiJed ill the SUPPLEMENT, 
may be had gratis at .this office. . 

see what this plan is upon which a vast part of the animal a most compicuous object. Its most dreaded enemies SCl'ent'lf'lc Amerl'can world has been constructed. are the stealthy lion and man. In the regions it most fre- Supplement. First we find a skull, rounded in sbape, hollow, having quents are many dead and blasted trunks of trees, and its 
apertures for the eyes, moutb, etc , ja ws set with teeth, and mimicry is such that the most practiced eye has failed to 
articulated upon the first of a series of bones, or vertebrre. distinguish a tree trunk from the giraffe, or a giraffe from a 
'rhese vertebrre, joined together lJy lig·aments so as to form a tree trunk. 
continuous column, or backbone, mark the distinctive Reliable ac('ounts have reached us where lions have gazed 
features of the whole order-viz., vertebrates. long and earnestly at a motionless giraffe, and being in 

From the upper part of this spinal column are given off doubt whether it was a tree or not, have actUfLlly turned and 
twelve pairs of ribs, which, nearly meeting in front, form a skulked away.-Journal of Comparative Medicine and Bur-
bony cage containing the heart and lungs. gery. 

The upper extremities are formed by a scapula and a 
clavicle, a humerus, radius, ulna, carpus, metacarpus, and 
phalanges. THE COMET'S HEAD. 

At t.he lower end of the spinal column is the pelvis, from WE have received from M. Bulard, of Algiers, a sketch which is given off the femur, the tibia and fibula, the tarsus, of the head as seen in a powerful telescope, exhibiting the metatarsus, and phalanges to form the lower extremities. 
This briefly is man. 
In the Simidre, or monkeys, the facial angle is a little 

greater, the humerus, the radius, and nIna a little longer, the 
tarsUH slightly modified, and in some species the vertebrre 
are extended into a tail. These are monkeys, modified a 
little from man. 

In the Felidre and the Canidre, the facial angle is still 
greater, the teeth sharp and cuUing, with well developed 
canines, the upright position is changed to a horizontal
posture, the upper extremities are now fore Omt\s,)-hniles 
modified in shape, species mostly digitigrade. The-bears all 
p lan tigrade. 

General plan same as man. 
In the remaining members of th,e carnivorre, as t he sea 

lion, seal, aug walrus, the fore limbs are modified into 
paddles. whilelhe hind limbs are less developed. In the 
walrus the lower incisors a nd canines are absent, while the 
upper incisors are elongated into tusks. 

Generftl plan same as man. 
In the bovidre, beginning with the camels and running 

through the llama, giraffe, ox, bison, yak, goat, zebu, 
gazelle, gemsbok, 'sheep, antelope, and deer, we have an 
elongated skull, modified bones of the fnre and hind limbs, 
and a modification also of the carpus and metacarpus, the 
tarsus and metatarslls, whereby the foot is cloven, owing to 
consolidation of some of these bones. In �ome of the 
members of this order we have the horn, either deciduous 
or permanent, and in all the cauda. In some, also, we have 
a longer scapular and longer spinous processes. This affords 
/!:reater attachments to the nuchal ligaments ftnd muscles for 
those animals with heavy heads and horns. In the giraffe 
this 1s especially noticeable. The shoulders are so high thll.t 
it makes the fore legs seem higher than the hind legs. This 
is due to the lengthened scapula and spinous processes. 
The heads of the femur and humerus are on the same 
level. 

In all otber respects, the general plan is the same as man. 
In the cetacea, as the porpoise, dolphin, and whale, the 

skeleton is the same, except the hind limbs are modified into 
complete or rudimentary fins. 

1'HE HEAD OF THE COMET 

In the extensive orders of insectivora, rodentia, edentata 
and marsupiala, the general plan is that of the higher ·system of envelopes f1smg from the nucleus, which has 
animals and of man, modified to meet the requirements of its characterized several recent bright comets (see Fig. )-Na-
mode of life. ture. 

In the enormous class of aves, OJ' birds, beginning with the 
robin ftnd ending with the penguin, we have the elongated 
skull ending in a beak or bill, light porous bones, an ex· 
tensive sternum, clftvicles united to support the wings, va
rious modifications of the hnmerns, radius, ulna, and the 
carpus, metacarpus, and the phalanges, as in the bats, etc. 

In all the species of birds, the general plan is the same as 
man. 

The same is true of the class Reptilia and Amphibia.  In 
some of the snakes the legs are rudimentary, in others the 
ribs serve as legs. In the sharks the fins take the place of  
the fore and hind limbs. 

In the class Pisces, or fishes, through the wh()le series 
down to the eel, we have the skull, vertebrre, and ribs, and 
the bones of the fore and hind lim'bs are more or less per· 
fectly represented by the fins. The pelvis in fishes is rudi
mentary, or wanting. 

This brief sketch of the Vertebrata, from man to the 
lowly eel, shows that the whole sub-kingdom is formed upon 
a single plan, am; that any variations are but simple modifi· 
cations designed to meet some special requirement . The 
study of oste"logy shows us that in this. long line of animals 
-the VerJebrales-the distinctive feature is ·the spinal 
column, and it is astonishjng, as well as interesting, to 
observe how little difference there really is between the back
bones of any two members of the whole series. The chief 
differences are in the structure of the head and limbs. 

If we compare the anterior limbs of some of' the lower 
animals with the arms of man, we shall see that bone for 
bone is present, from the humerus to the phalanges. For 
instance, take the anterior limb of, say, an ape, a bat, a dog, 
a mole, a dl'er, a whale. a seal, a tortoise, a fish, 01' a bird. 
In each we can distinct]l trace the humerus, the radius, and 
ulna, the small bones 0 the carpus and the metacarpus, and 
the phalanges. . 

The differences of shape in each animal are simply modi
fications of the same bone to adapt it to its individual mode 
of life. 

The intelligence of animals, no doubt, resides in the brain, 
and it is believed that the amount of the reasoning power, or 
facully, is in some way proportioned to the quantity of gray 
matter of the brain. 

In convection with the reasoning power of animals, de· 
pending on brain action, may be mentioned a provision of 
n'ltIHe for their safety, which-although it has nothing to do 
with r,'asr'n-acts in connection wit.h it. 

nIlS is the mimicry of animals, or the adaptation of the 
color of an animal to that of surrounding objects in its native 
wilds 

Nature excites our wonder by her wisdom of this curious 
and in teresting provision. 

Thus the tiger, so beautif'llly decorated with black stripes 
upon a ground of reddish·yellow fur, tending to whit!' below, 
living in the long jungle grass of Southern Asia, with the 
color of which its stripes so closely assimilate; it is im-

A THEORY OF SOLAR S'POTS. 
THE ear is affected by sound on�y through a certain range 

of vibrations in the at.mosphere. "Our unconsciousness is 
ll() proof of the 3.bsence of sound. There are, doubtless, 
sounds in nature of which we have no conception." 

The eye is affpcted by light only through a certain range 
of vibrations in ether. Is it not probable (it is surely possi
ble) that tbere may be light or color which we are unable 
to see? 

During the process of heating an iron, we may observe 
that the pulsations of ether do not affect the eye until they 
ilave attained a certain rapidity and intensity .. Tyndall has 
shown that the effect of raising the temperature of a body 
is both to add quicker vibrations and to angment the inten
sity of those which already exist. Suppose the temperature 
of the iron to be constantly increased; a point w ould be final
ly reaciled beyond which the pulsations would cease to 
affect the eye, having become too rapid or too intense. 

'l'bat the .temperature of any part of· the photosphere 
should fall below that of the surrounding regions IS more 
unlikely tban that some portions should become more highly 
heated than the adjacent parts, for conduction would pre· 
serve an even temperature throughout the sun, were it not 
for radiation. ThE; descent of a comet, however, or down· 
fall of a va�t meteor, or body of meteors. moving with the 
terrible speed with which the sun would attmct such budies, 
WOUld, according to the mechanical equivalent of- heat, in
csease the tern perature of the locality whpre it struek to an 
enormous degree. Perhaps regions in this way so fiercely pelt
ed become so highly beated as to put forth ethereal vibra· 
tions which do not affect the eye as light; thus we see them 
as black spots, or ratiJer, we do not see those regioris at all. 
Moreover, since sun spots are said to be cooler than other 
parts of the solar surface, it may be concluded that the 
ethereal pulsations have also ceased, in part, to affpct us as 
heat. 

We know that electricity travels much faster than light, 
and if we accept the theory that this force, like light, is 
vibrations in ethel', we may explain the relations between 
sun spots and electrical commotions on this carth by sup
posing that the spots radiate vibrations, which do not affect 
the senses as light (and but slightly as heat), but which pro
duce electricty. 

The fact that any increase in the number of solar spots in
creases the number of au 1'(Jras is now unden ia bl" establisbed. 
A great aurora causes a disturbance of the magnetic needle 
as well as producing great confusion among telegraphic 
systems. 

Solar spots appear principally in two belts, parallel to the 
sun's equator. Following the general structure of the solar 
system, we see that most. bDdies which would strike the sun 
would be fou nd revol ving in orbits not very greatly inclined 
to the suu's equator. 
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